
 

 

Class4  English MCB Lesson 8: Birbal and the Barber  

Work-1 

New words 
1.courtier 2.majesty 3.moustache 4.intelligent 5.emperor 
6.jealous 7.sacrifice 8.permission 9.responsibility 10.outwitted  
Work-2 
Word Meanings 
Write all the word meanings from the book. 
Work-3 
Answer the following questions 
Q1. What were the two conditions that Birbal desired to be fulfilled before 

he left for the heaven? 
Ans1.The two conditions that Birbal desired to be fulfilled before he left for 
the heaven were firstly he wished to be buried alive and secondly close to his 

house. 
Q2.How did Birbal save himself? 
Ans2.Birbal made a ditch near his house and made a secret tunnel from the 

ditch to his house.He remained hidden in his house for few months.This way 

Birbal saved himself. 

Q3.Why did the emperor’s father send Birbal back from heaven? 
Ans3.The emperor’s father sent Birbal back from heaven to send message to 
his son Akbar. 
Q4. What was the message sent by the emperor’s father through Birbal? 
Ans4. The message sent by the emperor’s father through Birbal was that very 
few barbers reach heaven.So, he wanted Akbar to send his own barber to 

heaven. 
Q5. Why was emperor’s barber chosen to go to heaven? 
Ans5. The emperor’s barber was chosen to go to heaven because Birbal 
brought message from Akbar’s father to send his own barber to heaven.  
Work-4 
Make sentences- 
1.shabby- 
2.winning- 
3.ditch- 
4-permission- 
5.tunnel- 
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Q.6 Answer with reference to the context .Read the following sentence and answer 
the questions. 
“I am so glad to hear that my father is fine.” 
a)Who said these words to whom? 
Ans a. Akbar said these words to Birbal. b)Who 
brought the message? 
Ans b. Birbal brought the message. 
c)Where was the father being refered to in the given sentence? Ans c. 
The father was in the heaven. 
 


